All of these secondary studies attest to the major importance of inscriptions for their conclusions. One needs to note the broad span of time that the studies cover and the vast geographical variance that may have been present in the actual practice of medicine in the legions. Our evidence is such that general conclusions can be drawn for the 600-year development of legionary medicine, but inscriptional finds are, for example, common only in the period of the Early Empire. Literary sources are almost as scanty and scattered for the topic, and although one would like to clarify certain patterns of medical practice in a given period as distinguished from other periods, the paucity of firm evidence presents problems. Parker and Starr have been able to show directions of development in the legion and the Roman navy, but medical practice, as such, can only be seen clearly m the numerous inscriptions of the Early Empire. When the inscriptional evidence is filled out with important references from Celsus, Cicero, Caesar, Velleius Paterculus, Plutarch , and Vegetius, we can formulate a conclusion for military medicine in the first two centuries of the Empire.
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Roman Medicine and the Legions science, and society often do not apply to antiquity. So it is with consideration of the medicus in the Roman legion.
First, to trace Roman concepts of medical care in the legions, a brief consideration of practice as it emerged in the Roman Republic is appropriate.
The sources which relate the early military history of Rome and her arduous conquest of the Italian peninsula have few references to medical matters in the phalanxlegion as it evolved in the Republic. Medical care was minimal and there was little provision for the wounded. The Romans adapted new techniques on an ill-defined scale and some Hellenistic practices became predominant as time went on. The evolution of medical practice in the legions resembled closely the development of medicine in Roman society at large. The crude medicine practised by the soldiery upon themselves was designed to get the warrior back into battle as quickly as possible. Care was taken of the wounded by the commanding general, and the prevailing attitude caused one modem authority to comment that the Roman army had as its major characteristic a sort of 'stoicism' which allowed the soldiers to be unworried about medical aid.'
A good general was one who billeted his wounded in a friendly town or fortress.' The soldier was dependent upon his fellows for aid and this medicine resembled that used by the Roman civilian who practised a sort of 'folk' medicine.4 The contention that there was a voluntary medical corps with the legions which treated wounds and diseases has no foundation on the available evidence, especially from the Republic.5 The problem of the wounded would not be too important if the Roman legion won its battles; those who were victorious in ancient warfare usually did not lose many men, whereas those who lost normally-lost everything.6
As the Romans came to know the Hellenistic world, the Roman general adopted a practice that was common among Hellenistic commanders. A personal physician often accompanied the general on the battlefield.7 On the other hand, before a definite reference from Cicero, there is little indication that the common soldier had access to medical care.8 The soldiers of the higher ranks, who were of aristocratic extraction, had a 'refreshment retreat' in their tents which they could use and to which they could retire when they became tired or wounded. The Romans apparently regarded the 'retreat' as a portable relaxation point rather than a special place to John Scarborough go for the treatment of wounds.9
The Roman consul borrowed some of the devices that are seen in Xenophon'0 and he adopted them with Roman forthrightness; some of the troops functioned as a medical staff as the need arose. Roman consuls were often skilled wound dressers in their own right and their knowledge of such matters stemmed from long years in the legions."1 Cicero tells us that the experienced soldier was confident of treatment in the field but the novice despaired at the slightest hurt.12 His use of medicus is the first definite reference we have of medical aid for the legionary. The imprecise Latin, however, leaves the modem reader with the impression the medicus was just another soldier, but one who had been judged experienced among the legionaries in problems of wound dressing.'3 Usually the term medicus was attached almost indiscriminately to anyone who appeared as if he knew something of medicine, and Apollo medicus commanded a large following with a set of quasi-medical sayings." 4 The stereotype of the military physician, as the Roman thought of him, is presented by Virgil, and the figure fits the evidence that we possess for both the military and civilian modes of life in the late Republic and the Early Empire.
At this point, Iapis, the son of Iasus, came up: this man Was especially dear to Apollo, who, seized by intense passion For him, had delightedly offered him his own arts, his own powers Of divination, of music, of shooting the swift-flying arrow. lapis, to lengthen the life of a father desperately ill Elected the knowledge of healing herbs, the science of medicine Choosing to practice an art which has little riclame, in obscurity."' Virgil gives clues of the common attitude about a soldier's troubles, and the military man was admired for the amount of physical punishment he could take. Virgil echoes some of the callous opinions that strike the modem reader in the fragments of Ennius.16 Caesar has many passages which allow us to determine whether or not an official medical corps was available to the Roman legionary. His regard for the safety and well-being of his trusted legions is apparent in his writing. Concern for individuals @ Caesar praises the man's valour and this kind of eulogy is repeated throughout the Gallic War.18 It seems odd, however, that although Caesar reports numbers of the wounded and the condition of some of the wounded, he fails to account for how they might have been treated.19 Jacob argues that since Caesar does not bother to talk of this matter, the wounded were taken care of by a medical corps that Caesar took for granted.20 A sounder conclusion would be that there was a kind of defacto medical service of soldier-medici which obviated notice.
An official medical service was not a part of the Roman consul's planning on the field of battle. The account given by Plutarch of the disaster at Carrhae shows this clearly.21 With an elaborate expedition such as Crassus prepared against Parthia, a medical staff would have been included if it was customary to have an official service on the battlefield. Again we can note that the generals supplied themselves with physicians who attended to their personal needs.22 Caesar recognized the value of billeting his wounded in a safe spot so that they might return to battle, and his system of evacuation of his wounded shows considerable foresight.23 The major characteristic of the references that Caesar gives us about his sick and wounded is one of praise for the endurance of his troops, and great hints of the typical, coldblooded, 'stoic' attitude of the Roman legionary.
Thus by the end of the Republic, Roman military medicine was modelled to a certain degree upon precedents common in the Greek armies of the Hellenistic period. The consul and the noble elements of the legion supplied themselves with personal medical care, but the legionary was left in the care of the medici.24 The superb discipline of the Roman legion and its winning record kept the usual incidence of wounded low, but the legionary, like his enemies, suffered from the devastations of disease until the use of the valetudinarium, and sanitary measures became commonplace in the Empire.25
Inscriptions 
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John Scarborough as being a select group of century commanders whom he used as an informal consultation committee, Caesar provides a key to explain the often occurring inscriptional medicus ordinarius.2 Since Caesar's council was one of men taken from the ranks and distinctly one of an informal nature, the medicus ordinarius, medicus cohortis, and the medicus legionis functioned on the same basis. The inscriptions show that this position was one of great respect, but that the individual so named was first a soldier in his duties, not a physician.27 It is to the Romans' credit that they recognized the need for such a service, but the solution was not a medical corps whereby trained physicians became a part of the army. The response to the problem of proper care for the sick and the wounded in the legions took the form that the Roman would understand and he thought that it was effective for the need as it was demonstrated. The wounded were cared for, as far as possible on the field, and the transportable sick were placed in valetudinaria along with the more severely wounded. The Romans clearly distinguished in the legions between the treatment of the 'sick' and the 'wounded'.
Examples from the inscriptions and from archaeological excavation illustrate the approach. An Roman Medicine and the Legions could be called 'scientific magic' in the taking of vows in connection with the function of the medicus in the legions. The Roman navy had its own variety of 'doctor', termed the medicus duplicarius, and his skill was limited.32
The great number of inscriptions indicate the medicus to be very common, particularly in the frontier posts. We can assume that the medici were on hand at most points to render what aid they could, and probably the newer medici learned their medicine from the 'senior' medici present in the legion.
As the Roman legion developed efficiency and learned to deal with isolated locations which made it impossible for the wounded to be evacuated to a safe Roman fort or allied town, it began to build valetudinaria which would serve this function. These structures were the Roman answer to isolation and proved to be an integral part of the castra, especially on the frontier.33 Here the medici, experienced as they were in the wounds of war, treated their comrades. The legionary hospitals were carefully planned and show insight into drainage problems with regard to sanitary conditions.34 Roman engineering skill is apparent and one must admire these islands of hope placed at the edge of the civilized world. Again it should be emphasized that the valetudinaria argue for the medical care of the sick as the Roman thought of them in contradistinction from the wounded. John Scarborough trained physicians available for the legion at large were rare and that Tiberius followed the practice of the best Roman generals. Such care was not usual and the soldiers received the ministrations of the medici in their own ranks. In another context Tacitus crisply notes the thankfulness of the soldiers when Agrippina went among the wounded and acted as a nurse, dressing the wounds and giving clothing to those who needed it.36 At another point Tacitus states bluntly that the soldiers took care of their own wounds and doctored one another.37 The image of medicine in the legions shows no trained physician in attendance, and that the training of the medici consisted of experience with a common knowledge of anatomy and medicine in the day-to-day needs of the legion.
Celsus remarks that anatomy can be learned from the wounds of a soldier in battle and Galen says that the medical attendants in the German Wars were like untrained empirics not to dissect the bodies of the dead German warriors to learn something more than they knewY38 Celsus 
